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GSL eBooks now available on the GSW eBooks
Collection
The Geological Society of London Publishing House is proud to be a
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part of the first GeoScienceWorld eBook Collection on the
HighWire Open Platform. 250 GSL publications are now live on the

Lyell 2015

platform as part of the 713 book collection, with an overall total

subscription

of 1,050 ebooks expected by the end of summer 2014.

prices
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The GSW eBook Collections launched on 22nd July and is cross
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searchable and interlinked with 120,000 articles in GSW's

and journal

Millennium and Archive Journals Collections and 3.3-million
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records from the American Geosciences Institute (AGI)'s GeoRef
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database.
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“With the addition of the eBooks Collections to our journals and
AGI’s GeoRef, GSW now provides sophisticated integration,
search, and discovery capabilities for the most respected earth
science content online,” says Alix Vance, C.E.O. of
GeoScienceWorld. “It furthers our mission to expand global access
to scholarly resources using the most up-to-date technology and
research tools.”
Neal Marriott, Director of Publishing, Library and Information
Services at GSL says: “We are proud to offer 250 eBooks from GSL
in the new GeoScienceWorld eBook Collection. GSW is a nonprofit, collaborative and comprehensive Internet resource for
research and communications in the Earth sciences and the
addition of ebooks ensures the discoverability of this high quality
content. We will continue to support the eBook Collection by the
regular addition of new content. Congratulations to the Publishing
House and GeoScienceWorld teams who successfully managed this
project.”
Features of the new eBook platform include:
• Advanced search allows users to construct a query by content
type and/or conditional options (such as title, abstract, full text,
date range or DOI)
• Results are displayed with facet delimiters, including content
type, publisher, eBook series (if applicable), GeoRef subject,
geologic time, and publication date.
• Figures are included in search results, and the ebook reader
features a figure viewer.

• GeoRef links are embedded in many chapters.
• PDF downloads for chapters, front matter, back matter, and
additional assets.
• Email distribution is included in content-sharing options.
• Citation Manager supports the most popular citation services:
BibText, Bookends, EasyBib, EndNote, Mendeley, Papers, Ref
Manager, RefWorks, and Zotero.
• Browsing by subject and by publisher sections help users quickly
find the materials they need.
For more information, read our blog.
Visit the platform now to search for free.
Free trials are available to prospective institutional customers.
Submit trial requests to: gswinfo@geoscienceworld.org.
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